ABSTRACT: Nucleic acid templated reactions are enabled by the hybridization of probe-reagent conjugates resulting in high effective reagent concentration and fast chemical transformation. We have developed a reaction that harnesses cellular microRNA (miRNA) to yield the cleavage of a linker releasing fluorogenic rhodamine in a live vertebrate. The reaction is based on the catalytic photoreduction of an azide by a ruthenium complex. We showed that this system reports specific expression of miRNA in living tissues of a vertebrate.
T he ability to perform bio-orthogonal chemical transformations in a live organism has empowered chemical biology and enabled methods to report on complex biochemical events. 1 To date, only a handful of reactions with abiotic partners and orthogonal reactivity to native cellular components have been reported for in vivo chemical transformations. 2 Herein we report the use of a ruthenium-catalyzed azide reduction to visualize in a time-controlled manner the expression of specific microRNAs (miRNA) in a live vertebrate based on a sequence specific templated reaction.
Life is orchestrated by a biomolecular circuitry arising from genetic information. miRNAs have emerged as important regulators in these genetic circuitries with implications in cellular differentiation and numerous pathologies. 3, 4 It is estimated that 20−30% of all human genes are partially regulated by miRNAs. 5 The ability to visualize specific regulatory miRNAs in an organism is quintessential for biological and biomedical research. In situ hybridization methods are most often used to detect mRNA or miRNA in fixed cells, tissues, or whole embryos. 6 The pursuit of technologies amenable to nucleic acid sensing in live cells has led to the development of molecular beacons, 7 nanoflares, 8 cascade hybridization reactions, 9 and templated chemical reactions. 10, 11 Notwithstanding landmark accomplishments in live cells, none of these methods have yet succeeded in detecting specific nucleic acid sequences in live vertebrates. The present work builds upon a previous study in HeLa cells. 12 However, it is important to validate that this technology works in a model organism: imaging RNA in zebrafish by our method opens the possibility to study the role of genes (in particular microRNAs; miRNA) during development, which is not accessible with culture cells like HeLa. The usage in a vertebrate model organism is not trivial, and a number of challenges had to be addressed: (1) the reagents must be stable over at least 24 hpf in a live animal, (2) the process must be sufficiently efficient to work following some dilution upon cell proliferation during embryonic growth, (3) the reagents must show low toxicity to be administered at sufficiently high concentrations, and (4) the reaction itself must be compatible with the embryonic development in a living animal.
Nucleic acid templated reactions rely on the close proximity of reagents achieved upon hybridization of reagent−probe conjugates to promote the reaction. 13 We developed a method which is based on the photoexcitation of the ruthenium catalyst 14 which reduces the vicinal azide. This reduction, in turn, leads to immolation of the linker through 1,6-eliminations thus unmasking a fluorogenic rhodamine (Figure 1a,b) . 12 It has been shown that conversions exceeding template loading were obtained through turnover on the template. At low template loading (high excess of reagents), an amplification of >4000-fold was obtained over 24 h. 12 The fact that the reaction requires external light (455 nm) makes the system suitable for temporal and spatial control by applying external light when and where desired. While injection of the probe is performed at the onset of zebrafish embryogenesis (unicellular stage), the metabolic stability of PNA 15 coupled to the temporal control of this Ru-based templated reaction raises the possibility of detecting specific nucleic acid sequences at a later time during embryogenesis (Figure 1c) .
We first investigated the distribution of the probe using the fluorescence emission at 600−640 nm of the ruthenium complex (imaged using time-gated confocal fluorescence microscopy). We studied three of the different PNA probes, which were injected into one-cell-stage embryos. Figure 2a illustrates that control embryos show 600−640 nm autofluorescence of the yolk. Beyond the yolk, the ruthenium−PNA conjugates are distributed homogeneously in the rest of the body, indicating that the PNA probes do not show by themselves a bias in their localization (see Figure 2b for a representative example). No apparent toxicity was observed in the injected embryos. This is consistent with the fact that PNAs only show antisense effects through steric blocking and the PNAs used are too short to achieve efficient steric blocking of miRNA hybridization or mRNA translation.
We next designed and validated PNA probes for three different miRNAs that are expressed in a tissue specific fashion at various stages of development.
16 miR-9 is associated with neuronal development: it has been reported 16, 17 to be specifically present in the brain at 24 hpf (Figure 2g 16 ) and extends to the spinal cord at 36 hpf (Figure 2h 16 ). miR-196 (our probe combination is specific for miR-196a, c and d) has been implicated in the establishment of the body axis, during the development of the tail and the pectoral fin and during regeneration. 18, 19 At 24 hpf, it is present at the distal tip of the tail (Figure 2i 16 ). miR-206 regulates the patterned expression of specific muscle genes, promotes muscle differentiation, 20 controls the levels of VegfA in muscle, 21 and is present in the head and body muscles at 24 hpf (Figure 2j 16 ). Mature miRNAs are difficult to detect using standard in situ hybridization protocols owing to their short length (20−23 nucleotides) and thereby require the usage of LNA probes 22 as well as additional cross-linking steps to avoid miRNA diffusion out of cells during the long incubation and washing steps. 23 However, these short sequence stretches are not a limitation for templated reactions using PNA probes since efficient reactions are achieved with reagents tethered to 8−11mer probes. We designed our probes as 8−11mer, so that hybridization is very transient and it does not lead to silencing. Indeed the probes do not affect localization nor function of the RNA as judged by its comparison by other methods. If a longer probe is used (23mer), miRNA silencing has been reported. 24 The design of the probes includes a modification at the γ-position of the PNA backbone at alternating positions which is known to enhance the specificity of hybridization while increasing aqueous solubility 25, 26 (see Supporting Information for exact structure of probes). For each target sequence, a perfect match (PM) rhodamine conjugate and a mismatch rhodamine conjugate (MM; sequence with two nucleobases mismatch as negative control) were used with the same ruthenium conjugate in the reactions. The sequence specificity of each reaction was tested by doing in vitro kinetic measurements on a synthetic template (Figure 2d−f) .
The PNA probes were injected (for miR-9 and miR-196: 0.5 nL of a solution containing the Ru conjugate (125 μM) together with the fluorogenic rhodamine conjugate (500 μM); for miR-206 concentrations were halved) into the cell (and not the yolk) of one-cell-stage wild-type zebrafish embryos. Embryos were subsequently raised in the dark at 28°C. At 24 hpf or 36 hpf, the embryos were exposed to 455 nm light using a 1 W LED lamp for 30 min. To immobilize embryos for subsequent imaging, live embryos were then placed into 1% low-melting agarose in 0.3× Danieau and anesthetized with 0.020% tricaine (see Supporting Information). Embryos were imaged on an upright confocal microscope. Under our conditions of imaging, uninjected control embryos show a negligible background signal ( Figure 2c ).
As shown in Figure 2k −r, each set of PM probes yielded a distinct fluorescent pattern consistent with the reported tissuespecific expression of the target sequence, 16, 27 while the corresponding MM showed a homogeneous, low intensity signal. The fluorescence intensity was quantified by calculating the average within a rectangular area of approximately 10−40 cells in a specific tissue considering the maximum intensity projection of an image stack. The measured intensities were plotted for different regions along the anterior−posterior axis of the embryos, as shown in Figure 3 (see Figures S1−S6 for images of individual embyos). We observed variations in the absolute fluorescence intensity across the different embryos for the miRNA considered, which is likely due to variability in injection volume and/or to interembryo variability in the level of expression.
For miR-9 at 24 hpf, a brain-specific increase in fluorescence I was observed in 8 out of 10 embryos when comparing brain vs tail (I brain = 623 ± 49; I tail = 462 ± 31; Figure 3a) , while much lower differences can be detected in the group treated with the corresponding MM probes (I brain = 317 ± 10; I tail = 306 ± 12; Figure 3a) . The brain/tail fluorescence ratio is significantly increased when comparing PM treated embryos with MM treated (ratio PM = 1.37 ± 0.10; ratio MM = 1.07 ± 0.03; Figure Figure 3b ) also shows differences between the brain and the tail, although the differences are smaller than at 24 hpf, consistent with previously reported in situ images 16 . Significantly, the group treated with PM probes consistently afforded higher signal than the group treated with MM probes.
In the case of miR-196 (Figure 3c ), the group treated with PM probes consistently yielded higher signal than the group treated with MM probes. Furthermore, in embryos showing high fluorescent intensity (n = 2), the signal is stronger in the tail than in the head. It should be noted that the different miR-196 genes are expressed at different stages in development and that their patterns differ from each other at 24 hpf. 16 The combined expression levels of these genes might therefore be quite sensitive to the developmental stage. Thus, the observed interembryo variability may be a result of slight differences in the developmental stages used in our experiments. Finally, in the case of miR-206 (Figure 3d Treated embryos survived until at least 5 dpf (maximum duration of the protocol) and did not display any morphological phenotypes. We observed a slight growth delay probably caused by the injection procedure itself. The viability and the lack of observable phenotypes of embryos having undergone a templated reaction for up to 4 days post reaction suggest that the reaction does not cause major toxicity.
The reaction parameters were further investigated to test the qualitative impact of variation in the injection volume or probe ratio. We focused on the probes for miR-9 (which yielded a distinct localization in the brain (Figure 2g,k; Figure 3a ) consistent with what was reported previously. 16 The performance of the in vitro reaction was investigated using a fixed template loading (20%) but different overall concentration (250 nM to 10 nM of rhodamine probe). As shown in Figure Fluorescence intensity in the forebrain is significantly higher than intensity in the tail for miR-9 24 hpf and 36 hpf (one-tailed paired Wilcoxon test; miR-9 24 hpf, PM (n = 10), MM (n = 4); miR-9 36 hpf, PM (n = 5), MM (n = 4)). (e) Brain/tail fluorescence ratio in miR-9 24 hpf embryos is significantly higher for PM treated embryos compared to MM treated embryos (one-tailed Mann−Whitney test). (f) Red boxes indicate which areas of the tissue were used for average intensity measurements. 4a, the performance of the reaction is unaffected by the change in reagent concentration down to 25 nM. This is consistent with the fact that the effective concentration of the reagent remains the same on the ternary hybridization complex. Next, we investigated the detection threshold using 30 min irradiation at low reagent concentration (25 nM rhodamine−probe conjugate, 20% ruthenium probe, Figure 4b) . A sequence specific and statistically significant increase in fluorescence was measured down to 100 pM concentration of template after 30 min irradiation. While the quantity (number of copies or cellular concentration) of miRNAs has not been reported in zebrafish, extrapolation from human hematopoietic progenitor cells suggests that abundant miRNAs are present at 500−2000 copies per cell 28 which corresponds to low nM concentrations, well within the detection limit of the method.
To test the resilience of the reaction in vivo, embryos were injected with a different ratio of the two reagents (rhodamine probe:ruthenium probe of 1:8 rather than 1:4, Figure 5a for a representative image) or with half the injection volume (0.25 nL, 1:8 ratio, Figure 5b for a representative image) according to the aforementioned protocol. Using the same analysis as above, a comparable qualitative difference with a higher fluorescence in the brain than in the tail was observed in 8 out of 9 embryos (Figure 5c ). The fact that a comparable result is obtained while reducing probe concentration is consistent with the fact that the probes are in excess relatively to the targeted miRNA. Importantly, it demonstrates that the outcome of in vivo templated reactions are tolerant to the inherent small variability in the quantity of administered probes.
In summary, we have described a nucleic acid templated chemical reaction that reports on specific RNA sequences in a live vertebrate thus providing a rapid and simple platform to image miRNA. The reported protocol is dramatically faster than in situ methods, which require proteinase K permeabiliza- tion, fixations, and multiple long incubations for reagent hybridization and staining. 23 While several technologies make possible the use of transgenic biosensors to report on nucleic acid localization, 29, 30 also in model organisms including zebrafish, 31 this is the first methodology to achieve such detection in a wild-type live animal which does not need to be genetically modified, yielding a higher versatility and simplicity of the method. Furthermore, in the case of mature miRNA, this is the first method for in vivo detection. In addition, the ability to translate a specific nucleic acid cue into a chemical reaction can also be used to unmask bioactive molecules. Therefore, the method is applicable beyond the imaging readout demonstrated here, raising the possibility to use this system for theragnostic applications and to redirect biochemical circuitries toward artificial function with the unmasking of an effector molecule. The demonstration that the ruthenium-photocatalyzed azide reduction can be performed in a live vertebrate adds a valuable reaction to the chemical toolbox for in vivo chemistry.
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